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Abstract � Automatic speech dialogue systems are becoming common�

In order to assess their performance� a large sample of real dialogues has

to be collected and evaluated� This process is expensive� labor inten�

sive� and prone to errors� To alleviate this situation we propose a user

simulation to conduct dialogues with the system under investigation�

Using stochastic modeling of real users we can both debug and evaluate

a speech dialogue system while it is still in the lab� thus substantially

reducing the amount of �eld testing with real users�

� Introduction

Recent literature shows an increasing number of speech dialogue systems be	
ing implemented and used in the 
eld ��� �� �� �� � ��� However� the de	
velopment of such dialogue systems �especially the dialogue manager� is still
considered art rather than an engineering task� While the optimality criteria
of a low level component like the speech recognizer are obvious �i�e� generate
an accurate transliteration of a speech signal� there exists no �ideal behav	
ior� for the high level dialogue control module� Therefore all evaluation is still
left to human judgment and personal taste� Another obstacle for the design
of dialogue control strategies is the need for large dialogue corpora� Only
with a su�ciently large sample of dialogues can any evaluation be performed�
Unfortunately� these corpora can not be static �as e�g� the speech signal �
transliteration corpora used for recognizer development� since di�erent dia	
logue strategies result in very di�erent dialogues�

Any evaluation and optimization on the dialogue level would greatly pro
t
from a standardized automatic evaluation methodology where the adverse
e�ects of subjective judgment could be minimized ��� �� �� ���� In this paper
we propose using a simulated user for an automatic assessment of a spoken
dialogue system� With user simulations we gain the following advantages�

� automatic evaluation of a large number of dialogues can be performed
without expensive manual investigation�

� due to reduced manual work the results are more consistent and less
prone to errors�
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Figure �� Conversational interaction between user and agent�

� characteristics of di�erent user populations can be modeled easily�

� the same user model can be used for comparative evaluation of di�erent
�competing� dialogue systems� and

� the simulations provide a mechanism for employing automatic optimiza	
tion techniques for dialogue strategies� such as reinforcement learning
�described in a companion paper in these proceedings ������

A substantial amount of guesswork can be eliminated by employing standard
procedures� In the following sections we describe our approach toward au	
tomatic evaluation of dialogue systems� First we show the di�erent possible
levels of interactions� then we show an outline of our stochastic user simula	
tion� and 
nally we report experiments and results in the ATIS domain�

� Intention Based Interactions

Speech dialogue can be separated into several layers of interactions� Indepen	
dent modules perform the transfers between these layers� Figure � shows this
separation and the modules associated with each transformation step� Note
that the dialogue is depicted as a closed loop system where every module has
a speci
c transfer function�

For the matter of speech dialogue between a customer and an agent we
consider three di�erent levels of interaction� speech signals� word sequences�
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Figure �� Structure of the user	system interaction utilizing di�erent user pro	

les�

and intentions� Speech is carried by acoustic signals that can be transported�
for instance� via telephone lines� Word sequences represent the next level
reducing the variability of speech production to clean text� e�g� written sen	
tences� Intentions can not be observed directly but can be described in terms
of speech acts ���� or dialogue acts ����� In a simpli
ed view they represent
the actual information whereas the other two levels can be seen as transport
mechanisms only�

We have implemented an automatic agent that simulates the customer of
Figure � and connected it to an already existing dialogue system� In our cur	
rent version of the simulated interactive user we started with the intentional
level of interaction� This means that there is no room for misunderstanding
�which can eventually be modeled as imperfections in the transmission chan	
nel�� Interaction on the level of intentions requires intimate knowledge of
the semantic representation scheme used in the dialogue system� Subsequent
transition toward the word sequence level or even the level of speech signals
will make our approach more portable since these interfaces are inherently
easier�

We added an evaluation environment that controls sessions between the
user model and the dialogue system� that instruments the user model� counts�
and does rudimentary evaluation of dialogues� It is depicted in Figure ��

In our 
rst implementation we use interactions based on intentions� How	
ever� the evaluation environment is capable of managing dialogues using all
kinds of interactions� We plan to go a step further and evaluate dialogues
that are based on exchanging word sequences� On the world level we can� for



instance� simulate the e�ect of di�erent word recognition rates or even char	
acteristics of typical misrecognitions made by a particular recognizer� This
adds another dimension to our evaluation space�

� Stochastic Modeling of User Behavior

Interaction between humans and machines is characterized by a particular
degree of freedom of interaction� humans can always take the initiative and
change the direction of a goal directed dialogue� We assume that this vari	
ability can be modeled by probability distributions� Furthermore we assume
that for a 
xed population of users these distributions are conditional only
on the previous system responses and a state description of the user� For the
moment we consider only the single preceding system response� Thus a user
response is modeled by the conditional probability

pij � p�Ut � IijSt�� � Ij� ���

of replying with a response Ii when receiving the stimulus Ij from the system
�Ii and Ij denote sets or sequences of intentions�� We assume that the process
is time invariant� i�e� these probabilities do not depend on the absolute value
of t�

User initiative is modeled by the probability p�Ut � IijSt�� � �� of pre	
senting Ii in response to an open ended question �i�e� there was no request
for a particular value�� Using this technique we obtain a homogeneous rep	
resentation mechanism� Obviously� all probabilities can be estimated easily
from an annotated corpus of human�machine dialogues�

For the moment we restrict our model to decisions based on a history of
length one� i�e� the user response depends only on the preceding system turn�
Using the same mechanism we can incorporate longer dialogue contexts by
calculating the probabilities

pijkl��� � p�Ut � IijSt�� � Ij � Ut�� � Ik� St�� � Il� � � �� ���

which is closely related to estimating language models for recognition tasks�
Because of sparse training data we limited our current user model to a memory
depth of one turn�

Additional parameters in our user modeling approach deal with conver	
sational customs� like After a dialogue lasts X turns a user just hangs up

unhappily or In the initial utterance the user gives Y pieces of information

without being asked for them� Other parameters are the probability for an
overinformative response� or the probability to go into a subdialogue� Again�
these parameters are modeled by �normal� densities which are speci
ed for a
population�

While investigating the transcriptions in the ATIS corpus we realized that
the corpus is not well suited to estimate these conditional probabilities� In the
ATIS corpus all information is usually given in the initial user utterance �class



User Model Informal Description
reference a 
rst try to construct a �reasonable� behavior� all proba	

bilities selected according to common sense
patient a reference user with nearly in
nite patience that would

hang up the phone after �� turns� all dialogues are ex	
pected to lead to success

submissive questions will be answered� but no additional information
will be volunteered

experienced much more over	informative than the reference user� gives
information on her own� with slightly higher patience

Table �� Characteristics of our experimental user models�

Criteria User Model
ref pat subm exp

avg� length of dialogue � ��� ����� ���� ���
�turns� � ���� ����� ��� ����

dialogue success rate ��� ���� ���� ���

Table �� Overview of our evaluation results� The four di�erent user models
are described in Table ��

A� and there are rarely any followup utterances necessary �class B�� Thus
we had to handcraft some of the probabilities but have been inspired by the
characteristics of the corpus and by common sense�� We have de
ned four sets
of user characteristics resembling di�erent populations� It seems reasonable
to explore the system�s capabilities in di�erent specialized situations in order
to obtain more detailed analyses of di�erent cases�

� Experiments � Results

We have implemented a user model for the airline tra�c information task
�ATIS�� This simulated user was connected to our AMICA system ��� In
order to get a feeling for di�erent user interactions we implemented several
parameter sets which resemble di�erent populations of users� An outline
of their characteristics is shown in Table �� We ran simulations of ������
dialogues for each model and compared the evaluation results� Table � shows
a summary of our evaluation� For this evaluation a dialogue is considered
successful when the user is given information about a �ight connection�

The most prominent 
nding is that it is actually possible to identify dia	
logue shortcomings by investigating compressed statistics only� For instance
by looking at the distributions of the dialogue length we found several bugs in
our dialogue system that degraded the performance substantially� By examin	

�We will have a better foundation for these estimates when actual dialogue corpora are

available�
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Figure �� Distribution of the length of the dialogues �in turns��

ing the dialogues of the �patient� user we also found that a di�erent dialogue
strategy is adequate� it is advised that the system should close down the con	
nection �after announcing unsuccessful completion� when there is no progress
in the overall dialogue for many turns� After integrating these changes into
our AMICA system we observed a better overall performance�

The plots in Figure � �a� show the distribution of the dialogue length after
running the above described experiments� We observe an unusually high
number of very short dialogues of three user turns or less� These were caused
by a severe bug in the system�s dialogue strategy� After 
xing this bug we
obtained the plots shown in Figure � �b� which do not show these extremely
short dialogues�

Another irregularity which is still present in Figure � �b� is the large
amount of long dialogues ��� user turns and more� for the patient and submis�

sive user models� Examining an example dialogue showed that these dialogues
follow a stereotypical interaction where the system tells the user that no in	
formation for a particular �impossible� connection is available� but in this
population model the user keeps insisting on that �ight� A modi
ed dialogue
strategy where the system terminates the dialogue is perfectly feasible�

Even though we have not yet altered the dialogue strategy to terminate
such unsuccessful dialogues� the impact of this kind of strategy modi
cation
will be huge� A comparison of the two plots in Figure � shows substantial
di�erences between them after small bug 
x� Changes in strategy will have a
much larger e�ect�

It is especially noteworthy that these de
cits in dialogue strategies have
been found by examining the plots only� Our approach of automatically con	
ducted dialogues between a simulated user and an existing dialogue system
enables us to 
nd these shortcomings much more easily than by manual ex	
amination of all dialogues� Furthermore� we can test di�erent strategies and
decide on their utility�

Additionally� we realized that the parameters of the user pro
le do not need
to be highly accurate� Due to the stochastic process that is superimposed
on the values of our model� slight variations of model parameters typically
lead to just slight variations of the evaluation result� This property is very



convenient since many problems of estimating model parameters �sparse data�
smoothing� etc�� disappear�

� Further Work

There is work underway to employ automatic learning techniques for the
design and optimization of dialogue systems� Clearly� it is necessary to run
a large number of dialogues for a learning system and for practical reasons
these dialogues can not be collected with human users� Simulation of user
interaction is indispensable for this endeavor �����

Furthermore� we will be engaged in the development and application of
automatic evaluation criteria ����� We want to provide quantitative measures
for the �quality� of dialogues with as few manual operations as possible�

� Summary

Automatic evaluation of speech dialogue systems is accomplished by conduct	
ing dialogues with a simulated user� User behavior is speci
ed in terms of
conditional probabilities resulting in a stochastic user model� Our approach
permits o�	line test and evaluation in an automated fashion� thus reducing
the necessary number of dialogues to be conducted with real users� Automatic
evaluation enables an objective comparison of di�erent dialogue systems� or
di�erent strategies in the same system� Cumbersome manual work is greatly
reduced by applying our automatic evaluation procedure� However� we be	
lieve that tests with human users are still vital for verifying the simulation
models�

We have applied this framework to an existing dialogue system for the
ATIS task� We estimated the parameters of our user pro
les by analyzing
the available ATIS corpus and completed our user model manually where the
corpus did not provide any examples� Our evaluation environment conducted
����� dialogues between the user simulation and the existing dialogue system�
By analyzing the statistical data we found several shortcomings and bugs in
the dialogue system� both in simple oversights and more serious di�culties
in the dialogue strategy� Automatic evaluation has proven to be a useful
approach for the assessment of a dialogue system�
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